IS VALUE ONLY A PERCEPTION? Did We Leave our Human Worth and
Turned it Into System Value? Deep Dive by Michaell Magrutsche
Let your cell phone or computer read this article to you to make it easier on you and your attention.

People have long forgotten that our most valuable currency is not money but human
meaning and the right moments to experience these meanings. The interlinking of
system-relevance with our innate human worth is the cause of so much confusion and
creates massive disturbances of comprehending finances on a human level.

Google explanation: Life in itself has no specific value to us, other than as the way we
can have experiences. And: Why has life worth? It makes everyone around us better. The
process that makes it happen feels almost magical.

These answers just exhibit how we humans rarely think about our innate worth/value
as an individual part of our superpower as a whole to do our essential job as stewards of
our earth, its resources and humanity’s wellbeing over generations.

Is every human life valuable because it exists like in nature or have we relinquished
our innate worth into a product-like value for our man-made systems?

In systems, a human is evaluated for what they can provide for a company’s relevance
in the marketplace. Humanity is already so far disconnected from our inherent creative
superpower that even the most successful non-art business employees or workers don't
see themselves as artistic at all. But without their creativity they would never be where
they are.
As a matter of fact, we are such successful creators of our systems/companies/brands
that we turned them into shiny double-sided mirrors that we fell in love with. We have
now become so unconscious that brands prevent us from further experiencing our
limitless human power and to recognize that only the power of our inclusiveness can
raise our human potential.
The most unlucky humans are those that have a lot of system values to be master
system navigators. Companies and top brands reward those systems-superstars with
intangibles such as titles, awards, higher positions and money to guarantee their future
contributions to the brand. Humanely, those rewards never justify its means. Unless the
system's survival depends on you, your human worth is usually valued second within
companies.
When people are seen and evaluated as human resource/capital instead of humans
that contribute their product or specific skill to a company, it has consequences. When
humans start evaluating their worth according to systems they start to value other
humans similarly, according to system specs. Often you can see us thriving in systems
when one can manipulate other humans to support the company. This is fundamentally
inhumane because only a small percentage of a person’s worth and abilities are given

system value. This self-perpetuating re and devaluation puts most humans into
unnecessary stress, more dis-ease and prevents us from living a happy and peaceful life.

Imagine, what self-destructive lies we must tell ourselves that we elevate our
creations above our and nature's "divine existence?" Didn't we create those systems, to
serve us, keep us safe and allow us to live a life in peace in the first place?

We can’t really blame systems as their creators, can we? What creates so much hurt is
our disturbed relation with systems over time. Yes, we are the system creators but we
merged with them by forgetting ourselves over time. We have marketed and elevated
systems to an extent that we have become conveniently unaware that on both sides of
systems are humans that basically work against each other.

We are too often unconscious to values that we inherently are born with. For example
we exploit nature until we realize that using up resources and rare species affects human
wellness like cross-species infections.

To handle human individuality, system limitations had to segregate us into gender, race
and now sexuality to deal with our inherent diversity. Since no two humans are the
same, by disbursing system definitions of culture, race, sex and gender, human values
are further belittled/constricted.

More and more, we discover that all humans contribute to this existence with their
individual forms, not by their system defined equality. Today, humans’ inability to adapt
to the static existence of systems, companies or brands creates major dis-ease and
stress.

Over generations we gave more attention and life force to systems and less attention
to the genius inherent in our human nature. In our unconsciousness we propelled the
perceived value of our shiny companies until they eclipsed our own lives and we even
started to sacrifice ourselves for them.

Wars make a perfect example of where the relation of systems and humans got array.
All wars are systems created or tolerated. Why would killing be okay in a war but not in
daily life? Where are all the systems that actively prevent wars from happening?

We re-confirm our human life’s devaluation with our daily actions. Even though there is
no humane reason for killing another human, between 1901-2000 at least 108 million
people killed each other in wars. Another 929,000 humans eradicated each other
through direct war violence in Iraq, Afghanistan, Syria, Yemen, and Pakistan from 2000 to
2021.

Just in the first four months of 2022, 75,000 soldiers died in the Russian/Ukraine war.
It is unfathomable that humans wasted about 1 billion lives, by being killed during our
history of war.

Only 25% of war's impact is first felt. Humans allow systems to rarely take in
consideration their actions’ secondary impact. The real horror, 75% of the damage to
humanity arises when the unrecognized secondary war effects manifest.

The psychological impact on Self and distorted human interaction, homelessness,
childhood trauma, including decreasing the birthrate by taking men away from their
wives and the tremendous environmental destruction of our human habitat
nature/earth are the experienced after effects.

This begs the questions: What is the value of a human life and its experience? Do we
want to suffer or are we living out a thirst for extinguishing other souls? Have we
adapted to satisfy the need for suffering and do it through systems today? Are war,
pandemic and financial crisis not symptoms of this need for suffering and more
self-devaluation?

It is obvious that our suffering blinds us even more to our truly priceless human worth.
Self-worth is given by birth. Since we did not create humans or nature humans must be
worthy, because we exist. During our lifetime we usually unveil this uniqueness of our
strength. Contrarily, the logic of finance can’t resolve human values at all. Why do most
people have no financial literacy and we rarely teach it?

There is no technique that teaches you to make money from zero, or you don’t have
enough income to save. It is proven that systems require you to have money first before
they can act, before you can have kids, fun or joy? And it is still not easy for those that
own physical wealth in one form or the other to increase their physical wealth.

We are forced to prioritize those that can be adapted to systems first, give all you can
and only then we retire. When people finally get to retirement and have never
experienced their full abilities there is a lingering feeling of disappointment until the end
of their lives. If you identify yourself through the value you have in systems, you always
lose, no matter if you are a billionaire or in deep poverty.

We need to stop the lies that achieving (hard work), making money, success and fame
are automatically interlinked. THEY ARE NOT. Working hard (for self or systems) does
not guarantee you enough money to get into the money market; and what is with those
that hardly break a sweat and create money or are successful. Having money does not

make you successful or famous either. Being successful or famous does not mean you
are wealthy.

The counterproductiveness of our financial functions shows its symptoms of increasing
inequality. The richer you are, the easier it is to make money, because capital makes
finance formulas become increasingly effective.
Not system equality but balance equals survival for humans and nature, not more
power. Imbalances are a draining energy from us because it takes more to get back into
balance to function. We produce three times as much food as we consume and yet
25,000 people and children die of hunger. About 854 million people worldwide are
malnourished, and food prices could potentially push another 100 million into poverty
and hunger.
What human benefits result from an imbalance of eight people owning 40% of this
planet, 10% of the people own 60% of the financial capital, while half the world exists
in poverty. Why are there no financial formulas for half of the world that lives on $5.50 a
day?
Nature and Humans survival is dependent on balance that nurtures our survival,
sustainability and allows us to flourish.
Our blindness to our systems of companies/brands/states is that they are neither
successful within their system, nor successful for people, since all systems are irrelevant
without people.
As long as systems are based on and primarily serve economic principles, they will
increase more capital accompanied by more imbalances. Imbalances destroy our
human essence because we are wired for inclusion that keeps the ultimate power of
balance in circulation.

Other lies we need to rectify: if you have a good product the right marketing will sell it.
If there is not enough demand, you will just go bankrupt sooner because all your income
went to marketing. Strategies to success are similar intangible but we rather have false
hope than the understanding how we humans function. Don’t you think if there was a
solution to creating money from zero or a formula to become successful, humans
wouldn’t have already adapted it like the use of our cars, cell phones or computers?
Today, if you don't have any money, the tribe basically communicates to you, you are
worthless and you are the problem.
The no-money system solution: Forget the abilities you are born with and apply
yourself, encouraging us to even give up more to better adapt, to at least justify some
kind of value that can warrant a monetary expense.
Why do people experience that they never feel rich enough or that they should not be
this poor? Both feelings are based on the same emotion, shame, which is amplified
when humans insist on finding their worth through their value in systems.
True human worth: Even if your system value is zero, you could care and touch many
people with your personality and kindness.

When we realize that we are all individuals who can never be identical for the reason
that our greatest power comes from our human weave of diversity and differences, we
can let go of our false pretense of system value and equality.

Humans are already equal because we are synergistically part of the whole, except we
can't sell or buy this power. But we can start using it by starting to think about it. That’s
why system value should be looked at as a completely different value definition and
human worth needs to be re-assessed in a completely new way. We need to realize that

nothing works like it is, that many of our systems are outdated, can’t be adapted and
creating secondary systems to help out the antiquated systems does not work for
humanity. Alternatives have to be invented

Systems in their limited functions have it easier to be perfect compared to the intricacy
of humans. Companies don’t need to sleep, they have no circles or seasons and always
the same output. For humans and nature balance equals survival. When we very
adaptable humans derive our worth from our system value, then a company's
“perfection” reflects to us a certain imperfection in comparison.

Over time, we judge this “imperfection” (which is part of being human) and it turns into
shame, meaning there is essentially something wrong with being human.

When a human being's organic self-perception turns from I am worthy/valuable
because I am, and I am part of the whole, into I am a “limited value product,” who’s
worth is dependent on the evaluation of companies, we start denying our very
existence.

This internal value conflict fuels unnecessary stress, dis-ease, financial disaster and
war. Humans never wanted the horrors of war, and our limitlessness has proven to us
before that we are able to eradicate our own race, such as the Mayen and other ancient
cultures.

We are so blinded by all the shiny objects (system mirages) we built, that we keep
ignoring our own “godliness'' as the creator of those sparkly promises? Sadly, we have
become unaware of the fact that without humans, systems and wars are irrelevant.

Our superpower of creativity and adaptability have already allowed us to align with
antiquated system requirements to keep them growing, but how long do we want to
suffer? We can create and turn ourselves into anything when we work together.

We can become a distressed human doing to inhumane robot-like monsters or be the
superhero leader that interacts with each’s individuality and navigates the team to
result in a win all-around fulfillment.

When gauging ourselves to system-values it makes us only temporarily feel worthy till
truth catches up with us. Ultimately, our kowtowing to systems must result in feeling
worthless, sealed with finally being disposed of like an old car.

Have we become afraid of being human, being alive, interconnected, experiencing life
by raising our human potential? Are we doing the best that we can or are we just saying
yes to keep doing what we always did?

In order to experience or innate worth we must take back our human worth and our
life force that we so willingly and unwillingly dispersed into systems navigation,
maintenance or running them.

There are these rare humans that are happy and experiencing being valuable, in and
outside of systems. They are humans' crowning achievement of limitlessness and
adaptability. Could they be happier being conscious of this ability? I think so.

We can all be like them, if we recognize that we are the stewards of this planet, and
insist on being the priority, to recondition our systems to always serve humanity and

nature first for generations. We can be happy and fulfilled interacting with systems in a
way where everyone contributes the best one can, without losing themselves.

If we accept further system segregation we will stay very limited, in fear, lonely and
bored. We must never forget that humans are herd animals, this means we are inclusive
and this is our main drive.

We can recognize glimpses of our true unbeatable human worth where each of us with
our uniqueness is a synergistic link of our human potential. This is often seen in art
communities creating together.

Consumer goods and money are fun. However, fulfilling transformative value lies in a
common intent of diverse people and their different abilities working on elevating our
human potential, instead of serving as separate units our antiquated system dynamics.

Why are humans one of one abilities and inclusion making humans limitless? There are
various pedagogues and neuroscientists that have discovered that 97% of humans are
born with an unique ability that is better than anyone else. After our school system that
teaches us primalely system integration this talent shrinks to only 3% of gifted students.
If we humans allow more leeway for systems, they will by design become more
totalitarian and we will only experience less of our innate abilities.

Only 6% of all states on this globe are full democracies, even though democracies are
the most human-centric form of state systems.

We don’t need to become more self-critical and self-shaming, we just need to take a
look and rethink our relationship with systems to create a healthier more humane

navigation with our “helpers.” Experiencing our human power of interconnectedness
usually comes more effortlessly than controlled integration anyway.

I think every human you encounter is a part of you, here to show you something. This
feels a lot healthier than everyone is a potential enemy.

Cheers to our human limitlessness that is anchored within our individuality. This
equality of everyone, is the absolute power contained in the whole of our humanity
manifested as our human potential which has no boundaries.

One way to re-anchor to our humanness is art-creating. In addition to being our
planet’s universal communication tool, art also teaches us the language of wisdom. Art
always makes us conscious of our innate values, brings us back to our BEING human
through inclusion and fosters healthy interaction. Artistic human interaction always
results in growing our human potential.

Please share if you care, we humans can do this together.

Thank you, Michaell
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